
FEATURES

The MINI TOTEM unit becomes completely "intelligent" 
and it is managed in a totally interactive way. The prices 
to be displayed are managed directly through
the StoreSmart System, thus allowing fast, flexible and 
above all completely automated management. Thanks to 
this fully integrated management, it is therefore possible
to send Product Prices from the StoreSmart system 
directly to the MINI TOTEM units and this can also be 
done numerous times a day without any problems. In 
the case of centralized remote management, it is
possible to manage Product Prices directly from the 
OfficeSmart System installed in the Company's Offices. 
The prices sent by the HQ to the service stations of its
network can be the same for all service stations or can 
be "customized" for each service station, ensuring
flexibility and unique management

FOR GROUND INSTALLATION

Totem Prices

MINI TOTEMs are composed as follows:

• Pre-painted (white or silver) press-folded aluminum 
composite panels.

• Internal supporting frame in tubular FE with plates for 
anchoring to the ground.

• Amber / white LED display with H character 15 cm.
• Price change management with remote controller.
• Price change management through Yard Management
• Bright product panel,
• transparent plexiglass with window stickers.
• Lighting with Led lamps.

The MINI TOTEM unit is an intelligent pricing system for displaying prices to users. The MINI TOTEM in the 
version to be installed on the ground allows you to have a perfect solution to view the prices of fuels applied 
at the Point of Sale or on the specific island according to the positioning of the MINITOTEM Price List.



The great advantage of the MINI TOTEM unit is that they are intelligent devices integrated 
into the Maser automation architecture of the Yard Management.

AVAILABLE CONFIGURATIONS

As for the Mini Totems to be fixed to the floor, the 
following possible configurations are available:

COD. MT 01M  
COD. MT 01B

Single-sided with 1 row PRICES 
Double-sided with 1 row PRICES

COD. MT 02M  
COD. MT 02B

Single-sided with 2 lines. PRICES 
Double-sided with 2 lines. PRICES

COD. MT 03M  
COD. MT 03B

Single-sided with 3 lines. PRICES 
Double-sided with 3 lines. PRICES

COD. MT 04M  
COD. MT 04B

Single-sided with 4 lines PRICES 
Double-sided with 4 lines PRICES

Totem Prices

ADDED VALUE

The great advantage of the mini totem units 
is that they are intelligent devices 
integrated into the Maser automation 
architecture of the Yard Management.

The prices to be displayed are managed 
directly through the StoreSmart System
thus allowing a fast, flexible and above all 
completely automated management.

Thanks to this fully integrated management, 
it is possible to send prices directly to the 
mini totem units from the StoreSmart
system and it can also be done numerous 
times a day without any problems.

In case of centralized remote management, 
it is possible to manage prices directly from 
the OfficeSmart system installed in the 
Company's offices.

The prices sent by the HQ to the service 
stations of its network can be the same for 
all the stations of service or they can be 
"customized" for each service station, 
guaranteeing flexibility and management 
that is unique of its kind.


